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ANTHROPOLOGICAL FACIAL RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE SO CALLED "PRINCESS" OF BÝČÍ SKÁLA

ABSTRACT: Peculiar situation with the skull of the so-called Princess of Býčí skála, which played a mysterious and still
unclear role in the history of knowledge of the rare Early Iron Age ﬁnd from Býčí skála Cave, made us choose this
particular skull for skull-based anthropological reconstruction of human face.
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INTRODUCTION
Anthropological reconstruction of human face is
a method, with the help of which we try to recreate the
original appearance of humans. The history of
reconstruction dates back to as early as the 7th century
BC (Neave, Prag 1997, Iscan, Helmer 1993), but it was
not put on a really scientiﬁc base until the 1970s, when
the study of the relationship between the shape of the
skull and the face was signiﬁcantly enriched and made
more accurate by using the ultrasound (Aulsebrook
2000, Novotný et al. 2003, Balueva et al. 2008).
Accurate deﬁnition of thickness of soft tissues at
anthropometrical points in living males and females of
various populations enabled the standardization of
empirical data and considerable development of
methods. Besides standard methods of reconstruction

(Gerasimov 1975, Lebedinskaya 1998, Balueva et al.
1991, 1993, Taylor 2001, Neave, Prag 1997, Iscan,
Helmer 1993, Ullrich, Stephan 2016), computer-aided
modelling began to be used with increasing intensity
(Wilkinson 2004, Clement 2005, Quatrehomme, Iscan
2000, Jurda, Urbanová 2016).
MATERIAL
For facial reconstruction we chose one of the skulls
found by J. Wankel in Býčí skála Cave in 1872. The
cave was already known at the end of the Stone Age,
but a phenomenon which made Býčí skála truly famous
is the Hallstatt Age ﬁnds. The spectrum of objects,
their luxury and mainly their amount still surpass all
the other cave ﬁnds from the Moravian Karst (Golec
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2015). The excavations at Býčí skála in 1872 yielded
thousands of archaeological ﬁnds and many pieces of
anthropological evidence as well. Among the most
signiﬁcant ﬁnds are torsos of four-wheeled wagons,
mining and smithing tools, casting moulds for bronze
artefacts, bronze brooches, pins, bracelets, female
chain belts, golden bracelets and anklets, an iron ring,
glass beads, ceramic vessels, spindle whorls and many
others. Among the ﬁnds also was a bronze bull with
iron inlays (Stloukal, Nekvasil 2015). The ﬁgurine was
discovered in 1869 by brothers Felkl who gave it to
J. Wankel three years later (Golec 2015).
Anthropological material comprised a very
interesting assemblage of forty male, female and
children's skulls (one date from human femur Oxa33452: 2,600+-29 uncal BP; Oliva et al. 2015). Eleven
years after the discovery, Jindřich Wankel sold his
entire voluminous collection to Vienna where it soon
became part of permanent exhibition of the Natural
History Museum. Wankel retained possession (from all
his excavations) of only three objects – in two of them
(part of a cave bear skull and an iron ring) we are sure
that it was due to their scientiﬁc value. The third object,
which remained possession of the ﬁnder, was the socalled Princess skull. It ended up among the
possessions of Wankel's grandson Karel Absolon and
became part of collections of the Moravian Museum
many years after Wankel's death. The skull is among
the bequests of Absolon, which in early 1990s got
under the administration of the Anthropos Institute of
the Moravian Museum (Oliva et al. 2015).
METHODS
Technically seen, the methods of facial reconstruction
can be divided into two groups – two-dimensional
drawing methods and three-dimensional relief methods.
The latter ones are further divided, according to the way
of realisation, into sculptural and computer-aided
methods. Sculptural approach, which also is the output
of our work, involves the use of as much as three diﬀerent
methods. They are currently classiﬁed as follows: (1)
anatomical method (Russian method) reconstructs the
muscles of mastication according to the character of
attachment points on the skull, which form at most the
shape of the face (Gerasimov 1975, Lebedinskaya 1998,
Balueva et al. 1991, 1993, Iscan, Helmer 1993); (2)
method of thickness of soft facial tissues (American
method) uses average values of thickness of soft facial
tissues at anthropometrical points (Taylor 2001); and (3)
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combined (British) method uniﬁes the advantages of
both of the above methods (Neave 1997, George 1993,
Iscan, Helmer 1993).
No matter which visualization method is chosen,
facial reconstruction always demands a thorough
analysis of the skull, which is mainly focused on basic
characteristics of the skull, its morphology and
dimensions. All these investigations provide information
on age, sex, ethnic aﬃliation, and we also can discover
rare features on the skull, such as asymmetries,
pathologies, cultural modiﬁcations of the head or
individual customs (Novotný et al. 1993, Stloukal 1999,
Drozdová 2006, Iscan, Helmer 1993). This all is then
included in the ﬁnal appearance of the reconstructed
face.
For the purpose of visualisation and reconstruction
of the skull we used the sculptural approach. It
observes the prediction rules created by Galina
Lebedinskaya (1998), which follow up the work
by M. M. Gerasimov. I learned the principles of this
method in a training course at the Academy of
Sciences in Moscow.
RESULTS
The ﬁrst phase of the method of reconstruction of
facial relief consists in creation of an outline of the skull
with all necessary details, with the help of which the
face contour is made according to standard thickness
of soft facial tissues (Table 1, Figure 1) To the points:
nasion, glabella, vertex, opisthocranion and to the most
prominent point of the external occipital protuberance
we apply plasticine coils, whose height equals the
thickness of soft tissues in given regions. The coils are
connected through stripes about 1 cm wide, which
merge into a single sagittal crest. Another longitudinal
stripe is laid along the upper temporal line, proceeds to
the mastoid process and ends at its point. Both stripes
are connected through transversal stripes, which
continue to as far as the rear margin of the zygomatic
process of the frontal bone and to the upper margin of
zygomatic arches. The last stripe is placed on the
surface of the large temporal muscle. The distance
between stripes should not exceed 2–3 cm (Figure 2).
The area between the longitudinal and transversal
stripes is ﬁlled in with plasticine. Possible unevenness
is levelled so that the desired thickness of soft cranial
tissues is not disturbed. Soft tissues in the area of
eyebrows, glabella and upper orbital margin must be
reconstructed with particular thoroughness to maintain
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TABLE 1. Standards of the thickness of soft facial tissues.
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their complicated individual relief (Lebedinaskaya
1998). In practice, it turned out that it is more
advantageous to ﬁrst ﬁnish one half of the skull and
then go to the other. Also important is the position of
the head towards the neck. Its position and inclination
are diﬀerent in each individual and are often
determined by age, occupation, state of health, etc.
(Taylor 2001).

FIGURE 1. Original skull, frontal view (a) and lateral view (b).
Photo J. Cága, MZM.

CONCLUSION
The attractiveness of the skull ﬁnd from Býčí skála
Cave as well as the disputes which have been held by
experts, especially as regards the interpretation of the
Býčí skála ﬁnd, made us choose this particular skull
for reconstruction. The cooperation between an
anthropologist and a sculptor enables to gradually
elaborate the reconstruction method chosen. The

FIGURE 2. Original skull and a copy of the skull with a layer
of soft tissue. Photo J. Cága, MZM.
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FIGURE 3. Reconstruction: bust in frontal view. Photo
J. Vermouzek.

FIGURE 4. Reconstruction: bust in left lateral view. Photo
J. Vermouzek.

result of reconstruction was an initial plasticine model,
from which ﬁrst a silicone mould and then the ﬁnal
model of the face were made. The total time necessary
to make the reconstruction, inclusive of creation of
a skull copy and the ﬁnal cast, is estimated by us to
about 600 hours (Figures 3–5).
Current state of development of methods of facial
reconstruction does not allow to make a reconstruction
with 100% accuracy. However, it is possible to
reconstruct the main characteristics of human face on
the basis of the skull (Iscan, Helmer 1993, Neave, Prag
1997). The whole process of reconstruction involves
many uncontrollable sources of mistakes, which
naturally leads to contradictory views on the value of
this method. Nevertheless, all types of visualisation
methods presently ﬁnd wide use mainly in historic,

prehistoric and forensic anthropology. In criminology
they often represent the only means of identiﬁcation
of skeletal remains of unknown origin. Historical
reconstruction can display the appearance of
a well-known personality or a typical representative of
some of the past populations. This area functions as
a meeting point of several diﬀerent approaches from
the ﬁelds of archaeology, anthropology, museology and
art (Novotný et al. 2003).
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